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About This Game

Something has gone terribly wrong. There aren't many people left these days. The...things that showed up - after the Experiment
tore a hole through reality - have seen to that. You're not sure how much time you, or humanity itself, has left. If you have

enough bullets, and enough batteries, maybe you can live long enough to fight off the monsters and see tomorrow. If you see
enough tomorrows, you just might be able to get back to the event and close off the hole that these monsters keep emerging

from.

The Brookhaven Experiment is a Virtual Reality survival shooter for the HTC Vive. Players will have to use the weapons and
tools provided to survive ever more terrifying waves of horrific monsters in an attempt to figure out what caused the beginning

of the end of the world, and, if they're strong enough, stop it from happening. Keep your head on a swivel, upgrade your
equipment, shoot, and if all else fails pistol whip your way through the monster hoards to survive one more day.

Features

 Virtual Reality Shooter

 Realistic pistol Aiming/firing

 Weapon/item Upgrade Selection System

 Survival Economy
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 Monster/player Interaction

 Situational Horror

 Occassional Pants Wetting
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This is a pretty intense game, though not as scary as I initially expected. Make no mistake, this game will scare a lot of people.
Check out the reaction videos online to see what I mean. That said, after playing the game for a while, it's more of an action
game than horror.

It's the kind of game that looks completely different in VR, so you really have to experience it to know what it's like. It's not the
longest game in the world, but it is pretty unique. The graphics are good, and it's well made.

**Be careful not to step on the cord for the headset. You'll be turning around a lot, and if you do step on the cord and pull it out
of its box, you won't be able to see, and (as of the time of writing this) the game does not pause when the headset is
disconnected. If you're on the last wave of a level, and lose because you pulled out the cord, and have to start over, it's pretty
frustrating. Hopefully they'll fix that later.. Its quite spooky. This game is fine to show people who don't have VR but aside from
that it gets boring pretty quickly. I haven't had the urge to go back and finally beat it because spinning in one spot, shooting slow
things that come towards you can get old fast. That being said there is some progress to be made in the game by finding new
guns and powerups, so it doesn't just stagnate. I also bought this game for $5 and I'd say that's a fair price.. Love the game, it's
the highlight of the party. Only problem is that in survival mode, when I use a gernade on the worms the game seems to crash.
Everytime. Hopefully a fix will be madee for this soon.. Yes yes! Play it for your daily dose of VR heart attack! Absolutely
worth it!. Extrememly well done game! Especially for the price : ) The presence is awesome. The graphics are outstanding. It
takes awhile to not be scared of the monsters when they get close. The controls are very responsive. 2 complaints though.
Figuring out how to select the thrown weapons is dumb luck. You can search online all day and never really find the answer.
Hint: You have to press the right track pad (the weapon hand) after the wave has started. The game never tells you how to do
this. And it is still awkward when you figure it out. Also there is a huge jump in difficulty on the bridge. It went to pure hell
mode fast. You will get slaughtered on the bridge. Otherwise a great game to show off to first time users.. Awesome wave
shooter! More content was added and has made it one of the best horror wave shooters available.
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A fun and challenging VR game that showcases the benefits of having a VR unit. It isn't revolutionary, but it doesn't have to be..
This wave-based shooter is more fun and immersive than I expected. The demo was great - at the time - but in the months since
the demo went live, it seems *everything* is coming up zombies in the VR world.

Still, the gun action feels good, and the re-tuned waves are more exciting and hectic now. I'm getting some good play value out
of it, and looking forward to the later levels.

You definitely want to play this one alone in a room with headphones on. Some good scare moments, and memorable
atmosphere.. Repetitive, boring, expensive. For £15 I was expecting a lot more, but honestly its just standing around and easily
shooting monsters. Not worth its price.. Scary is the only word that comes to mind when describing this game. But the absoluete
horror aspect of this game is created by great sounds, amazing controls and menu interface, and astounding graphics! I would
definitely recomend buying.. Terrifying, even the menu gets me on my toes. I got through the first level - just - but I'm so
terrified in the second I keep tearing of my headset. Atmosphere and music are excellent and you should realise that I am not
often fond of horror games. The gun mechanics are great.

Maybe I'll try again... but with friends round so I can't chicken out.
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